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The technical drawing is that particular type of drawing that can 

to represent an object through the methods of representation
to transfer the information needed for its implementation 

through the use of

a set of standards and graphic conventions (defined at Italian level by the UNI standard)

recruited

according to the production sector to which they refer.
In the construction sector, technical drawing is the language through which all operators in the 
construction process transmit and/or obtain information about the

Designing
Realization
Management

of the construction product.

Representation of the project

The design of the materials



When presenting a project, the graphic representation technique chosen is important for a 
complete understanding of the settlement and architectural space.
The need for and ability to transmit information is essential to "representation".

Representation of the 
territory in which the 
architectural organism 
is located at different 
scales gradually 
decreasing.

Representation of plants, elevations and sections at appropriate scales. The section of the territory serves 
to grasp the relationships existing between the building organism and the context in which it will arise.
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Representation of the project



The constructive/technological details represent the essence of an element, of a part of it, of a connection of 
elements of a building construction. It is the most often technical-graphical representation, but it can also be 
the physical and visible configuration put in place.
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PIANTA – PROSPETTO - SEZIONELa rappresentazione dell�oggetto architettonico



The PLAN is a horizontal section 
obtained from a plane that cuts the 
architectural object at a height of 
approximately 100 to 150 cm from 
the floor, therefore lower at the top of 
any doors and windows. It allows to 
have a top view of the distribution of 
the internal and external space.

In the plan you draw both the parts 
cut from the plane and the parts 
below in projection. To distinguish 
the two things we use the difference 
in thickness of the strokes, larger for 
the cut parts and thinner for those in 
projection.

This symbol 
indicates the 
height of the floor 
in relation to a 
reference plane 
(usually the 
outside)

This symbol 
indicates the 
height of the 
room.



The PROSPECT informs us about the external aspect of the architectural object and its relations 
with the territory. The first step is to choose and design the main view. 



When naming the different elevations, it is important to consider the position of the architectural
organism with respect to the cardinal points.

Floor level
Compared to a 
reference plan: the 
land considered at a 
project share of 
0,00)

Height between
floors

West elevation
Side view
Elevation on Rossi street

South elevation
Main elevation
Elevation about Bianchi street



The SECTION is obtained
with a vertical sectioning
plane. As in the plan, also in 
the section are drawn both the 
parts cut from the plane and 
the parts behind in projection.  

La sezione A-A:

Sez. A-A� Sez. B-B� Sez. C-C�

Indication of the points of 
section on the plan



Quotation is the sum total of the information in a drawing that
specifies the dimensions of the object represented.
A dimension expresses :
the size of an element
the measurement of the distance between two elements. 18

A dimension is represented by a measurement line confined between two reference lines. The 
ends of the measuring line are marked with arrows or oblique strokes. The numerical value of the 
dimension (usually in cm for linear dimensions, in degrees for angular dimensions) always refers
to the actual dimensions (regardless of the scale).

linea di riferimento
linea di misura

frecce

quota

Various types of end arrows: 
the two strokes of the arrow
can form an angle between
15� and 90�. When the 
arrow is closed it can be 
completely blackened. Use 
arrows of the same type in the 
same drawing.

The arrows should normally be 
placed inside the reference
lines. They can be placed
externally when required for 
space reasons. For the same
reason, the arrows can be 
replaced with dots.

Dimensions



1. Reference lines may use:
Symmetry axes
Workpiece contour lines

2. It should be avoided as far as possible, 
that the reference lines cross 
the lines of the drawing.

3. As far as possible, reference lines should
not intersect with measurement lines.

Some rules:



Size quotas and position quotas

Size dimensions determine the size of geometric elements. The dimensions of
position determine the relative position of the geometric elements. 
Note: The position of holes must always be defined with reference to the axis.



blowup

1:1 2:1 5:11:21:5

naturaledrop

The adoption of graphic dimensional scales for the 
execution of technical drawings is regulated by the 
UNI 3967 standard. 

Proportional scales



The term "scale of representation" - or "dimensional scale", as it appears in the UNI standard -
indicates the relationship that is established between the dimension that the object presents in the 
drawing and the actual dimension of the real object that it represents. The metric scale of 
representation is chosen on the basis of the level of detail that you want to reach of a given object
(even of a building). The scale passages (1:200, 1:100, 1:50, 1:20) determine different types of 
representation, from the most general to the most detailed.  

1:20

1:200 1:100

1:50

1:200

1:100

1:50

1:20

Essential for defining
thicknesses and 
materials, in plants and 
vertical and horizontal
sections.
When making drawings
to scale from 1:20 to 1:5, 
these must give more 
information, than the 
smaller scales, on 
thicknesses, quality and 
order of installation of 
these materials.

The scales of representation



In the generality of the executive drawings for the building industry, the following main quota systems
are indicated:
- system of external and finished architectural dimensions;
- system of internal architectural quotas (dates to the rustic or finished);
- system of structural quotas;
- system of modular coordination quotas (for buildings or parts made up of modular components).

Plant dimensioning systems - building in modular masonry surfaces

Dimensioning systems



Plant dimensioning systems - building in structural murature

Plant dimensioning systems - building in reinforced concrete with external facing in bricks



Pianta scala 1:100

A

A�



Sezione A-A� scala 1:100



Pianta scala 1:50 
quote strutturali

quote totali

quote parziali

section indication
with reference to the 
drawing

indication of detail with 
reference to the 
drawing

reference to an abacus
of windows

reference to an abacus
of doors



Sezione B-B scala 1:50

When drawing a section you
must be careful to choose the 
position where to "cut" that
shows the details
of the project. (Staircases, any
changes in height, windows, 
porches, etc.). It is perfectly
useless to section the 
perimeter walls where there
are no holes. The important
things to consider are the inter-
storey measurements
(specifying whether they are at
the rustic or at the finished, 
with appropriate symbols), the 
heights of the parapets, the 
landings of the stairs, etc..



Stralcio di  pianta scala 1:50



SIMBOLO DI DESIGNAZIONE DEI 
DETTAGLI COSTRUTTIVI – quota 
altimetrica del piano di calpestio

SIMBOLO DI DESIGNAZIONE DEI 
DETTAGLI COSTRUTTIVI –
identificazione dei materiali 
costituenti la soluzione tecnica

Extract of scale section 1:20

The construction details must illustrate the most relevant and 
characteristic points of the project. Their aim is not only to quote, but
also to give the maximum comprehensibility to the technological
choices, to the quality of the materials to be used and to the methods
of implementation.  They are usually equipped with captions clarifying
the symbols used, typical of the scale at which you work (1:25 - 1:20 -
1:10 - 1:5 - 1:2 up to drawings 1:1 "real size" for moldings, carpentry
knots, etc..) that will be chosen depending on the complexity of the 
particular treated and the precision you want to achieve. 

Particolare A

Particolare A



The UNI 3972 standard 
"Treatments for 
representation
of the materials in the 
sections" contains
information addressed to the 
to "establish a differentiation
of materials by means of
hatchings used to identify the 
surfaces cut into all kinds of 
technical drawings". The 
requirements are set out 
below significant for design in 
the construction sector.

Graphic symbols for the representation of materials
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